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_ _~~_ Th~U!Y!1<> mic_oll.p~S ide~"9Jilm~,-a nd .§llaq,ly_Jncrea s ep_trad ing_ activity. thatccharac.terized~the __ _ 
flr~t~ week of T976 c;;ntinuedTr;th~eyea/;=seconcr we;k:' ~Mo~d;y c~;;:~titti"t~d-·th~~eve~nth st~aight--
trading day of the year on which a sharp advance was posted, and, after profit-taking on Tuesday, 
a new closing high of 929.63 was posted at midweek. Volume continued to exceed the 30-million 
share level, and, on Thursday in a seesaw session, posted a newall-time record of 38,450,000 
shares with a tape at one point running a half-hour late. 

Most financial writers have run out of superlatives to describe the last two week's ac
tion basing these accolades, apparently, on the general theory that up is good and heavy volume 
is good. We have no particular objection to these principles, if applied on a limited basis, but, 
if one searches through past history. for evidence of the meaning of the last two week's market 
action, the results are, at least partially, inconclusive. 

Let us take the "up" part of the pair first. The Dow advanced 8.21% in the seven days 
ended January 12, and 9.06% in the nine days ended January 14. For the postwar period these ad
vances are rare birds, indeed. There are, for example, only seven instances of an equal or greater 
seven-day advance being posted since 1940, and four of these have been in the past two years. 
As is the case with many indicators, however, if one goes back to the 1930's, one finds an entirely 
different sort of record. By the standards of this period, the 8.2% advance of 1976 to date seemS 
piddling, and there are repeated instances in the period 1929-40 of seven-day advances consider
ably greater. The record seven-day advance, back in the days when men were men and stock mar
kets, apparently, stock markets, was 30% in August, 1932. 

As for significance, again a different story is told by the postwar period and by the 
~1930'§~ ReceriChisloty would ·call-for if stronglY bullish fnterpretatio"ri: The1ir-evious six~in

stances of comparable advances all occurred around or shortly after major bottoms, two of them 
in 1962, one in June, 1970 and the last three in October, 1974, January, 1975 and April, 1975. 
It must be noted, of course, that at least five of these six previous instances, however, took 
place after sharp declines, thus fitting securely into the niche of post-selling-climax rallies, 
wherea s the current one occurred after a mild six-month consolidation. Again, however, the 
thirties are telling a different story, with rallies of the present magnitude being common during 
ongoing downswings. No fewer than five instances, for example, occurred during the top forma-
tion and subsequent decline in 1938-42. 

As far as volume is concerned, the first thing to be noted is that despite the records, 
it is not really all that unusual. If one measures average volume level for a given period by a 
200-day moving average, the advancing volume of January 7 represented 186.8% of that average. 
Advancing volume days of greater than this amount are, interestingly, fairly common even through
out the postwar period, and, while they have, indeed, conSistently occurred at or around major 
bottoms, they have also taken place at almost all stages of all sorts of market cycles. Even the 
sharply late tape is somewhat explicable. The trade-reporting mechanism had little difficulty 
reporting comparable volume in early 1975. It is, It would seem, the additional trades from re
gional exchanges being reported in the composite tape experiment which have rendered it incapable 
of handling 30-plus million shares. 

We said last week that we did not feel that the advance, In and of itself, constituted 
evidence-of'ii""raaiGa'lly changed stock market cllmi'lte--;-and we sfilnnink-this isine-case,although 
there is no doubt that it could prove the first link In a chain of evidence pointing to a dramatically 
improved long-term, equity market outlook. The process of improvement of long-term technical 
patterns for individual issues continues, and, if thiS goes on, a highly optimistic, long-range 
potential for the market will have to be recognized. At some point, however, the dust will settle 
and we will be able to assess that potential In a more rational climate. 
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